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Introduction

 The COVID-19 pandemic has placed new stressors on families impacted by 
domestic violence. Survivors may need to relocate to escape abuse, 
recover from illness, protect their health or the health of vulnerable family 
members, or seek family support. Layoffs and reduced incomes are having 
severe financial impacts on survivors and their abusers which are causing 
people to seek work in new communities. Abusers also use relocation as a 
tool of abuse or retaliation. Where parents are already living in different 
states or jurisdictions, the pandemic is creating new challenges with cross-
border visitation and return of children. This presentation will discuss the 
UCCJEA and advising clients who may be considering relocation during this 
crisis. 
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Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction and 
Enforcement Act (UCCJEA)

 Developed in 1997 and designed to replace the UCCJA 
 Intended to reconcile differences between the UCCJA 

and the Federal Parental Kidnapping Prevention Act 
(PKPA) – 28 U.S.C. § 1738A 

 So far 49 states, D.C., Guam, and the U.S. Virgin Islands 
have enacted it (not PR); MA is considering. 

 Only governs jurisdiction/enforcement, not the ultimate 
custody determination

 Significant improvement for domestic violence survivors 
 New York UCCJEA:  N.Y. Dom. Rel. Law § 75 et seq., 

effective since 2002
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Initial Jurisdiction
Where no prior order custody determination exists

 NY can take jurisdiction to make an initial custody 
determination only if one of the 4 following applies:
 a) NY is “Home State” on the date of commencement or was the Home State 

within 6 months prior and the child is absent at commencement but a parent 
remains in NY.

 b) NY is “More Appropriate State”: There is no home state or the home state 
declines jurisdiction because NY i) is the more appropriate forum and ii) the 
child and at least 1 parent have significant connections with NY and iii) 
substantial evidence is available in NY concerning the child’s care, protection, 
training and relationships.

 c) The “Home State” and “More Appropriate State” have declined jurisdiction 
because NY is the more appropriate forum.

 d) No other state would have jurisdiction
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Determining Appropriate Forum and/or 
Whether to Decline Jurisdiction

 Home State has discretion to decline jurisdiction
 Inconvenient Forum (very weighty determination)

 domestic violence involving parent, child or any sibling
 length of time in each state and distance between states
 financial circumstances of the parties
 parties’ agreement re jurisdiction
 availability of evidence
 familiarity and ability of respective courts to decide custody expeditiously
 any/all other relevant factors

 Jurisdiction Declined by Reason of Conduct
 NY shall decline to exercise jurisdiction because of “unjustifiable conduct of a parent” 

(explicitly excludes a taking to protect a parent, child or sibling from DV/mistreatment).
 Even where there is unjustifiable conduct, NY could still exercise jurisdiction a) if the 

parties agree, b) the state that would have jurisdiction is an inconvenient forum, or c) 
no other state would have jurisdiction

 If NY declines jurisdiction, the court can still “fashion an appropriate remedy to ensure the safety of the child and prevent a 
repetition of the unjustifiable conduct” including staying the proceeding until a case is commenced in the state that should 
have jurisdiction. 
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Modification Jurisdiction
Where prior orders exist from a competing state

 NY may not modify orders from another state unless NY 
would have jurisdiction to make an initial custody 
determination as either “the home state” or “the more 
appropriate state” (i.e., NY must have significant 
connections and substantial evidence) and
 the originating state determines it no longer has exclusive continuing 

jurisdiction, or
 the originating state determines NY is a more convenient forum, or
 either state determines the child and parents do not reside in the 

originating state

 Even where NY does not have jurisdiction to modify, it 
may issue temporary orders to enforce visitation 
provisions
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Exclusive Continuing Jurisdiction

 NY retains jurisdiction to modify its initial custody orders 
until either
 a NY court determines the child and at least one parent no 

longer has significant connections with NY and substantial 
evidence is no longer available in NY, or

 either state’s court determines the child and parents do not 
reside in NY

 If NY no longer has exclusive continuing jurisdiction, it 
may modify its own orders only if it would have initial 
jurisdiction
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Temporary Emergency Jurisdiction
 Permits NY to make temporary substantive custody/visitation orders 

where NY wouldn’t otherwise have jurisdiction
 NY can take temporary emergency jurisdiction (TEJ) if the child has 

been abandoned in NY or in an emergency to protect a parent, child 
or sibling. The child must be present in NY for this purpose.

 If there is no prior order, any TEJ orders remain in effect until the 
state with proper jurisdiction issues an order.  If the subject child is 
in “imminent risk of harm” any TEJ order remains in effect until the 
state with proper jurisdiction takes steps to protect the child.  If no 
other state takes jurisdiction, the TEJ order can become final and 
then NY will retain jurisdiction.
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Temporary Emergency Jurisdiction 
continued

 If there is either a prior order or another proceeding in a state with 
proper jurisdiction, a TEJ order must specify the time period the NY 
court considers adequate to resolve the issue in the other state.  
Again, if the subject child is in “imminent risk of harm” any TEJ 
order remains in effect until the state with proper jurisdiction takes 
steps to protect the child.

 Where there are competing courts, the courts must communicate to 
resolve jurisdiction.

 If another state is exercising TEJ where NY would otherwise have 
jurisdiction, the NY court is specifically directed to communicate to 
“resolve the emergency, protect the safety of the parties and child, 
and determine a period for the duration of the temporary order.”

 TEJ is discretionary, and there is no guarantee NY will take 
jurisdiction even where there are allegations of abuse



International Application
 Foreign countries and Indian Tribes treated as another US 

state for UCCJEA purposes; 
 A child custody determination made by another jurisdiction in 

“substantial conformity” with this statute must be given full 
faith and credit;

 However, full faith and credit does not apply to a foreign 
country if their custody law as written or applied “violates 
fundamental principles of human rights” 

 An order made pursuant to the Hague Convention for the 
return of the child may be enforced as if it were a child 
custody determination
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UCCJEA and Relocation
 Relocation—any move of sufficient distance to disrupt 

the noncustodial parent’s access to the child or interfere 
with a joint custodial parent’s decision-making rights

 These are separate and distinct proceedings, however
 a relocation proceeding may avoid a UCCJEA or Hague 

Convention jurisdictional fight
 may also protect a parent against kidnapping/interference 

accusations, warrants and possibly criminal charges
 A relocation proceeding will almost inevitably raise a 

UCCJEA modification question down the road
 the state issuing the original order would have to determine 

whether it no longer had “continuing exclusive jurisdiction” 
unless no one is left residing in the originating state
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Relocation under NY Law
Tropea v. Tropea, 642 N.Y.S.2d 575, 87 N.Y.2d 727, 665 

N.E.2d 145 (NY 1996).  Factors the court must consider 
“include, but are certainly not limited to

 each parent's reasons for seeking or opposing the move, 
 the quality of the relationships between the child and the custodial 

and noncustodial parents, 
 the impact of the move on the quantity and quality of the child's 

future contact with the noncustodial parent, 
 the degree to which the custodial parent's and child's life may be 

enhanced economically, emotionally and educationally by the move, 
 and the feasibility of preserving the relationship between the 

noncustodial parent and child through suitable visitation 
arrangements.”
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Tropea v. Tropea continued: “Valid motives that should not 
be summarily rejected, at least where the over-all impact 
on the child would be beneficial” include 
 economic necessity, 
 a specific health-related concern, 
 demands of a second marriage, 
 opportunity for the relocating parent to improve his or her economic 

situation, 
 a “fresh start” to strengthen and stabilize the new family unit, 
 whether a transfer of custody is a realistic alternative, 
 the possibility and feasibility of a parallel move by the remaining 

parent, 
 quality of the life-style that the child would have if the proposed 

move were permitted or denied, 
 the negative impact of continued or exacerbated hostility between 

the parents, 
 the effect of the move on extended family relationships, 
 any other facts or circumstances that have a bearing on the parties' 

situation …”
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NY Relocation and DV
Tropea v. Tropea does not specify Domestic Violence as a 
factor, however
 “Hostility” between the parties and a need for a “fresh start” to 

stabilize the family are deemed valid concerns which may favor 
relocation.

 DRL §240(1)(a) specifically requires the courts to “consider the effect 
of… domestic violence [when proven by a preponderance of the 
evidence] on the best interests of the child”

 When trial courts have failed to adequately consider domestic 
violence as a factor in their best interests analysis, their decisions 
may be overturned.

 Despite appellate review, trial court findings are given great 
deference, so it’s critically important to make the record. 
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What if a Client Decides to Leave 
Despite the Legal Ramifications?

If a client is determined to flee for their or their child’s 
safety, even in violation of the law or at the risk of losing 
custody:
 The client should be strongly advised to speak to an attorney, both 

in the home state and the new location and to strategize 
subsequent steps

 The client should understand that because of technology and the 
persistence of abusers, it is very difficult to “disappear”.

 If the other parent exercises their legal options, the client could lose 
custody or possible face serious criminal charges if s/he surfaces.



Current Status of NYS Courts
 Upstate and outside NYC, phased re-opening of all courts toward in-

person appearances
 NYC Supreme Civil Courts: 

 Re-openings vary by borough for in-person filings
 E-filing available
 Virtual appearances for conferences and some hearings

 NYC Family Courts: 
 ”Essential matters” only permitted to be filed
 Virtual appearances for conferences, maybe hearings?
 New petitions for support and modification petitions being 

accepted but not being filed
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UCCJEA and COVID-19 
Hypothetical

Background:
 Parent Pat and Other Parent Opie have 1 child, Charlie. Charlie is 5, was born in NYC 

and has lived exclusively in NYC. Pat has family in Arizona and Pat has taken Charlie 
to see them for extended visits, with and without Opie. Pat and Opie’s relationship 
ended badly when Charlie was 4. Right after that, Pat took Charlie to Arizona for 
what was supposed to be a 1 month visit. After a month passed, Pat did not return 
with Charlie, and told Opie that they would be staying in Arizona for a few more 
weeks, maybe longer. Opie called the police both in NY and Arizona, and threatened 
to take whatever legal action was necessary to bring Charlie back. Pat, wanting to 
avoid any kind of legal fight, immediately returned with Charlie. Since then, Pat and 
Opie split time with Charlie so that Pat has Charlie 4 or 5 days per week and Opie has 
Charlie 2 or 3 days per week. Pat , has a low income job but works entirely from 
home, so can live anywhere but needs to be available by phone and computer during 
regular business hours. Opie has a high earning job located in NYC that requires Opie 
to live in NYC. Opie pays child support consistently.
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Hypothetical continued
 When the Covid pandemic hit, Pat at first was able to continue working at the same 

income. Opie was laid off indefinitely and went on unemployment. Opie continued to 
pay child support but at a lower rate. Charlie’s kindergarten closed and switched to 
virtual learning from home. Pat had a very hard time for the remainder of the school 
year working from home while supervising Charlie all day and monitoring the 
homeschooling, to the point where Pat had to stop working and lost nearly 2 months 
of income. Pat was not eligible for any enhanced unemployment or other benefits. 
During this time, Pat was refusing to allow Opie to assist or see Charlie in person for 
fear of Covid because both Pat and Charlie have preexisting conditions that put them 
at high risk. Opie was initially understanding and accepted having only phone and 
video visits, but after a few weeks, Opie insisted on in person visits after quarantining 
and getting tested. After school let out for the summer, Pat and Opie once again split 
time with Charlie after Opie promised to be careful and follow all Covid precautions. 
The coming school year situation is uncertain but it appears very likely that there will 
be at least part time virtual classrooms from home. Opie has agreed to help with 
school as long as possible, but Opie’s employer is planning to call employees back to 
work and once that happens Opie will not be available during school hours. Pat now 
wants to leave NY and move to Arizona with Charlie because Pat will not be able to 
work and manage having Charlie at home even part time. 
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Hypothetical continued
 Issues to anticipate?
 Red Flags?
 Advice for Pat?
 Advice for Opie?
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COVID-19 Scenario 1
Assume the following:
 Covid rates in AZ are rising, though not specifically where Pat’s family is and 

where Pat plans to live, and NYC rates are falling.
 The AZ school Charlie would attend is in person and not offering virtual 

classes at this time. The school is monitoring Covid rates however, and that 
may change.

 Opie has an explosive temper, will throw and break objects, and has 
threatened to assault Pat during disagreements  (but not actually done so), 
primarily when they are arguing about Charlie. Other than Opie calling the 
police when Pat remained in AZ with Charlie, there are no police reports.

 Pat has no viable alternative job options. Opie has an education and 
training that could be lucrative elsewhere, but refuses to leave NYC.

 AZ family courts are open, NYC family courts are only open for “essential” 
proceedings.
 What are the procedural issues?
 What are the substantive issues?
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COVID-19 Scenario 2
In addition to scenario 1, assume the following:
 Due to quarantine rules in the respective states and other factors, in person 

visits between Charlie and Opie would not be feasible for the indefinite 
future if Charlie were to move to AZ.

 Pat tried to file custody and relocation petition in NYC, and was denied 
access to court because of closing. Pat then left for AZ with Charlie in order 
to be in AZ in time to enroll Charlie for the school year, and notified Opie 
after the fact.

 In addition to concerns about homeschooling, Pat is heavily in debt due to 
lost time at work and reduced child support, including substantial rental 
arrears. Opie has offered to help once back to work full time but is not sure 
when because even if called back to work it may not be full time for some 
time. Pat’s family can provide Pat and Charlie a rent-free home for the 
coming year.
 What are the procedural issues?
 What are the substantive issues?
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COVID-19 Scenario 3
Assume the following changes to the above 2 scenarios:
 Pat and Opie have an agreement so-ordered by a NYC family court dating 

from when Pat returned with Charlie from AZ. The agreement gives them 
joint legal and Pat primary physical custody with parenting time as agreed 
upon by the parties. There was little activity in the court case, because the 
parties only sought to so-order their private agreement.

 Opie tried to file a modification petition in NY seeking sole custody upon 
learning Pat wanted to move to AZ with Charlie, but was denied access due 
to the court closure. Opie was told to file a writ and violation instead if Pat 
leaves with Charlie or otherwise denies Opie access, but that if and when 
the child was returned, the writ would be satisfied and the case would be 
indefinitely postponed. Opie is certain this will not be sufficient to stop Pat.

 It’s Pat, not Opie, with the explosive temper, who breaks objects and 
threatens violence.

 Pat has good reason to believe Opie was not consistently following Covid
precautions over the summer.
 What are the procedural and substantive issues?
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COVID-19’s effect on NYS custody cases
 Kevin M. v. Alexander C., August 17, 2020, 2020 NYLJ LEXIS 1340 (Fam. 

Ct. Nassau Ct’y) (A virtual trial is in the child’s best interest to move the 
matter along quickly, and neither party stated any specific or compelling 
reasons as to how a virtual trial would prejudice the party.)

 S.C.S. v. K.N.M., July 2, 2020, 67 Misc.3d 1242(A), 2020 WL 4011919 
(Table), 2020 N.Y. Slip Op. 50812(U) (Fam. Ct. Bronx Ct’y) (Mother resides 
in NC and father in NY. Due to the travel restrictions for Covid-19 the 
mother’s scheduled visit shall be electronic and the parties shall continue to 
adhere to any travel restrictions and advisories due to Covid-19.)

 A.S. v. N.S., July 1, 2020, ---N.Y.S.3d---(2020), 2020 WL 3978761, 2020 
N.Y. Slip Op. 20161 (Sup. Ct. New York Ct’y) (The father has not set forth 
any basis for which a virtual proceeding will produce any prejudice. It is 
unknown how long the courts will stay closed and it is in the children’s best 
interest not to delay the proceedings any further.)
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COVID-19’s effect on NYS custody cases
 S.A. v. R.H., June 5, 2020, Slip Copy 67 Misc.3d 1227(A) 128 N.Y.S.3d 154 

(Table) (Sup. Ct. New York Ct’y) (Father has full custody of the child and 
mother had supervised access. Court allowed father to travel to CA with 
child temporarily with specific return date. Father subsequently moved to 
allow the child to remain in CA. The court will not allow the father to use 
Covid-19 as a guise to accomplish a permanent relocation. Mother is not 
able to have her supervised visits presently as the city is shut down. Child 
must be returned by July 8, 2020 when the Court suspects the city will start 
to open and mother can resume supervised visits.)

 S.V. v. A.J., May 7, 2020, 68 Misc.3d 330, 126 N.Y.S.3d 631, 2020 N.Y. Slip 
Op. 20103 (Fam. Ct. Bronx Ct’y) (A mother’s genialized fear of Covid-19 is 
not an appropriate reason to keep a father from exercising his visitation. 
Father has means for private transportation and is not putting the children 
at any higher risk of transmission.)
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COVID-19’s effect on NYS custody cases
 R.M. v. B.S., April 16, 2020, 2020 NYLJ LEXIS 827, (Sup. Ct. Bronx Ct’y) 

(Mother who lives in MA has restricted father from parenting time in NY 
based on concerns of Covid-19. The court is denying the fathers request for 
in person parenting time during the month of April, but he is entitled to 
daily electronic communication. The court will make additional 
determinations as needed.)
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Special thanks to Blair McGhee, Legal-Aid Intern and Penn State Law School J.D. Candidate 2021 
for compiling this case list 



Final Thoughts

Questions? Resources:
Legal Resource Center on Violence 
Against Women: 
http://www.lrcvaw.org/
and 301-270-1550

Legal Services Offices by State: 
http://www.lsc.gov/find-legal-aid
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